Nagoya Castle, Japan : Assembly Instructions
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Scale:1/280
Nagoya Castle, located in Nagoya, Aichi prefecture, is one of Japan's three great castles. Its roof is
adorned with golden "shachihoko," tiger-headed dolphin creatures, which have become symbolic of
Nagoya Castle. It is sometimes even referred to as "Kinshachijo" (Golden Dolphin Castle) or "Kinjo"
(Golden Castle). In 1610, Ieyasu Tokugawa ordered the daimyo (feudal lords) from Japan's west to build
the castle, and construction was completed over four years. The castle tower was threatened by
earthquakes and fires several times over the years, but aerial attacks during the Pacific War destroyed it
completely. The Nagoya Castle that stands today is a replica that was rebuilt after the war.
Assembly Instructions
Mountain fold (dotted line)
Make a mountain fold.

Valley fold
(dashed and dotted line)
Make a valley fold.

Scissors line (solid line)
Cut along the line.

Parts sheet (Pattern) : Twelve A4 sheets (No.1~No.12)
No. of Parts : 102
Assembly Instructions : Five A4 sheets (No.1~No.5)
*Build the model by carefully reading the Assembly Instructions, in the parts sheet page order.
*Assembly will be easier if you write the part's number on the back of each part.
Handy Hint

Trace along the folds with a ruler and a used pen (no ink) to
get a sharper, easier fold.

Tools and materials

Assembly tip

Caution

Scissors, set square, glue (We
recommend stick glue),pencil,
used ballpoint pen, toothpicks,
tweezers
(useful for handling small parts)

Before gluing, crease the paper
along mountain fold and
valley fold lines and make sure
rounded sections are nice and
stiff.

Glue, scissors and other tools
may be dangerous to young
children so be sure to keep them
out of the reach of young
children.

The glue spot(colored dot)
shows where to apply the glue.

Glue spot (Red dot)

Glue parts with the same number together.

Glue spot (Green dot)

Glue within the same part.

Glue spot (Blue dot)

Glue to the rear of the other part.

Glue spot (Yellow dot)

Apply glue to the back, and attach to the back of the other parts.
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Before starting.
The [Pattern] pages are numbered from 1 to 12 at the bottom left corner. Follow this page order
when assembling. (*The parts for assembly are on pages 2 to 12.)
There are 102 parts in total, and each part is numbered in accordance with its sheet. Each part's
"glue tab" also has a number showing the number of the glue tab to attach to it.

Castle tower

The numbers
~ in the Assembly Instructions indicate the order to attach parts. Follow this
order when attaching.
When one part has multiple spots to attach, or glue spots for attaching other pieces,
colors (
) and numbers are used to show the precise location and method for attaching.
Check the diagrams in the "Assembly Instructions" carefully for each part as you work.

Castle tower

*Glue back to back.

*Attach 2B in the same way.

*Attach 3E
in the same way.

NB: The areas on 2E and 2F marked
with blue diagonal lines are to attach
to the reverse side of the wall.
*Attach 3G
in the same way.

*Attach the opposite side
in the same way.

Valley fold
*As shown in the diagram, attach
the central glue tabs on 3A and 3F
to the wall inside wall of 3B and 3G.

NB: Attach by aligning the valley fold line
with the crease on the wall.
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Castle tower

Castle tower

*Attach at
four points.
*Attach the left and right glue tabs on 4D and 4N (marked with blue diagonal lines)
to the reverse side of 4C and 4M.
NB: Attach with all the corners precisely in place.

*Attach parts 4E and 4F to the areas on 4C and 4M
surrounded by dotted lines.
NB: Attach the area with the blue diagonal lines to the
4C and 4M walls at the back, aligning the top and bottom.

*The process is the same up until attaching 5B and 6B.
Continue assembling in accordance with the symbols.
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*Attach the area surrounded by the dotted line on 6A to the reverse side.
NB: Attach 5A to the reverse side, aligning the top and bottom in the same way.

Castle tower

*Attach the opposite side
in the same way.
*Attach the opposite
side in the same way.
*Attach each corner.

*Attach the opposite side
in the same way.

*Attach the four corners in the same way.
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Turret; Substructure

*Glue back to back.

*Attach parts 10E to the areas on 12E surrounded by dotted lines.
NB: Attach 10F to the reverse side of 12C, in the same way.
*Attach each corner.

*Attach 10D in the same way.

*Glue back to back.

*Attach
each corner.

*Attach each corner.
Attach the area with the blue diagonal lines
to the reverse side of 10C.
NB: Attach 10F to the reverse side of 10D,
in the same way.

*Attach the opposite side
in the same way.

*Attach 12C in the same way.

*Glue back to back.

